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Convergence Rate Analysis of domain
decomposition methods for obstacle problems *

Xue-Cheng Tai*

January 28, 1999

1 Introduction

In this work, wc shall study the constrained minimization problem

(1)

where K is a nonempty closed convex set in a reflexive Banach space V in the strong
topology and F : V h-> 3? is a lower semicontinuous convex Gåteau-differentiable
function. Denote (•, •) the duality pairing of V and its dual space V , i.e. the value
of a linear functional at an element of V . Wc shall assume the differential of F
satisfies

for sonie given constants k, I > 0. Under the above assumptions, minimization (1)
has a unique solution u [13, p. 23].

The general theory developed for (1) will be specialized for the following concrete
application in the case of domain decomposition:

(3)

with

It is well known that the above problem is equivalent to the following minimization
problem

assuraing that /G H l (ft) is a linear functional of Hq(Q).
Obstacle problems arise from many important applications. Amongst many

of the standard references. wc refer to Baiocchi and Capelocite [3], Cottle et al.
[s], Duvaut and Lions [6]. Elliot and Ockendon [B], Glowinski [11]. Glowinski et
al. [12], Kinderlehrer and Stampaccia [22], Kornhuber [24], and Rodrigues [29].
In this work. wc are concerned about the use of efficient iterative solvers for the

•This work is partially supported by the Norwegian Research Council under Project SEP-
-115837/431, by ELF Petroleum Norge AS and by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research
Council of the United Kingdom under Grant GR/L98862.

 fDepartment of Mathematics. University of Bergen, Johannes Brunsgate 12, 5007. Bergen,
Norway (Xue-Cheng.Tai@mi.uib.no).

min F(v)vEK

(F'(w)-F'(v),w-v) >fc||w-t;||v, Vw,veV,
\\F'(w)-F'(v)\\v> < — w||v, Vw,veV,

Find ve A\ such that a(u,v -u) > l(v - u), Vy G K

a(v, w) =fVv • Vw dx, K={v G H^(n)\ v(x) > il>{x) a.e. in o}. (4)Jq

mm F{v), F(v) = -a(v,v) - l{v), (5)ve K 2
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obstacle problem (3). Especially, wc skall concentrate on domain decomposition
and multigrid methods. For general iterative methods for obstacle problems in finite
dimensions, wc refer, in addition to the afore mentioned references, to [28. 31, 26].

Domain decomposition methods are well known iterative methods for solving
partial differential equations. Their applications to obstacle kind of problems have
been studied in some recent works, see Badea and Wang [1,2], Hoffman and Zou [18],
Lv et. al. [25], Tai [32, 33, 34], Tai and Tseng [37], Tarvainen [39], Zeng and Zhou
[40] etc. In the work of Tai [32, 33. 34], some general space decomposition algorithms
are proposed for the minimization of convex fimctionals over convex constraint
subsets. The algorithms can be used for domain decomposition type of techniques.
Only convergence was proved in Tai [32, 33. 34]. but the rate of convergence for the
algorithms was not given. In the present work, wc attempt to give an estimate for
the rate of convergence. In Tarvainen [39], overlapping domain decomposition is
used for (3) also without analysing the rate of convergence. The works of [40] and
[1. 2] are intended to provide an estimate of the convergence rate. However, the
estimate given in [40] is only valid for the case of two subdomains with a uniform
overlapping size. In Badea and Wang [1, 2], a linear convergence rate was estimated,
but the dependence of the rate of convergence on the number of subdomains and
the size of overlaps was not given. Moreover, the relaxation parameters offered
by [39, 1] are too pessimistic. Using a suitable coloring procedure, wc shall see
that a much bigger relaxation parameter raay be chosen. In addition, wc shall give
a linear rate of convergence with an explicit estimation of the dependence of the
rate of convergence on the number of subdomains and the overlapping size. When
our algorithm are used for the obstacle problem (3) with an overlapping domain
decomposition, the boundary condition for the subdomain problems is the same as
in [1. 39. 40]. but the obstacle functions for the subdomain problems are normallv
bigger than the obstacles used in [1, 39, 40].

The multigrid type of methods has been used for obstacle problems by Hack
busch and Mittelman [17], Hoppe et al. [21, 20. 19], Gelman and Mandel [10],
Kornhuber [24], Mandel [27]. Sharapov [30], etc. The convergence analysis for the
multigrid method for the obstacle problem is normallv divided into two steps, see
[10]. [21. 20, 19] and [24]. In the first step. it is shown that the constraint is iden
tified with a fixed number of iterations. After the constraint has been identified,
the obstacle problem is reduced to an unconstrained problem. Modifying the proofs
for multigrid methods for general elliptic problems, it can be shown that the er
ror reduction is independent of the mesh sizes for the unconstrained problem. For
obstacle problems, it is difficult to estimate the iteration number required for the
identification of the obstacle. Thus the iteration number needed to reach a given
accuracy by means of multigrid methods for the obstacle problem is hard to esti
mate.

In this work. wc trv to use a different approach both in deriving the algorithms
and analysing the rate of convergence. The essential idea is to use domain decom
position and multigrid methods as decomposition techniques for the decomposition
of the constraint set. It is shown that the estimate for the rate of convergence is
reduced to the estimation of two constants. When an overlapping domain decom
position is used, the iterative solution is monotonically increasing, This property is
used to show the rate of convergence is only depending on the overlapping size, but
is not on the number of subdomains and the mesh sizes. When multi-level methods
are used. wc can also apply our algorithms to the obstacle problem, but the iterative
solution is not monotone any more. Different techniques are needed to estimate the
constants and they are not included in this work.

The paper is organized in the following way: In section 2, wc present the algo
rithm for the general constraint problem (1). The convergence rate analysis is given
in section 3. It is shown that the convergence only depends on two constants Ci and
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CL>. lii section 4, these constants are estimated for an overlapping domain decompo
sition. The implementation issues for both the overlapping domain decomposition
and multi-level methods are briefly discussed in section 5.

2 Space decomposition algorithms for convex pro
gramming problems

The above decomposition means that for any v G K, wc can find v t G A',, possibly
not unique, such that v = YlT=i v * ail(^ • on tne other hand, for any v, G A",, wc
have X^,"=i ''' € v • the constraint set A' can be decomposed as above, wc can use
the following algorithms to solve the minimization problem (1).

Algorithm 1 [A parallel subspace correction methodj.

1. Choose initial values u® G A', and a relaxation parameter 7 G (0, 1////

i. For n>o.if u" G A', is defined, then find u™ G A', in parallel for i
1,2, ••• ,m such that

se^

(8)

and go to the next iteration.

Algorithm 2 [A successive subspace correction rnethodj

1. Choose initial values u® G A', and a relaxation parameter

For 11 >o.if u" G A'j is defined, find u™+ G A', sequentially for i
1. 2.   -.))> such that

(9)

5. sei
(10)

and go to the next iteration.

For Algorithm 1. under-relaxation (i.e. 7 < 1) must be introduced in order to
uarantee the convergence. Even for the unconstrained case (i.e. K — \ ). the

algorithm can diverge when 7 > 1, see Remark 4.1. of [34. p.146]. For Algorithm
2. over-relaxation (i.e. - > 1) may accelerate the convergence. but it is hard to do
the analysis. In this work, the convergence of Algorithm 2 is only analysed for the
case when 7 = 1. An analysis for sorae problems with K = V and 7 > 1 can be
found in Frommer and Renaut [91.

The starting point for our algorithms is that the convex subset K can be decomposed
as in

K = Yf Ki . (6)
I=l

f( f; tty + u': +i } <f(f; «; + ) . w, e . (7)

<+I =<+7«+1 -<)

f(V „; + + „»+' + e ..?) <ffx: «r1 + <  + e " ;)  v^ s *

< +1 =< + -,(</ ;i+l -O
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3 Convergence Analysis for the Algorithms

3.1 Conditions for the convergence of the algorithms

Using similar definitions as that in [38]. wc shall use the following notations in the
proofs. u will always be used to denote the unique solution of (1). For any n > 0.
wc define

m

(11)n
II

For the decomposed spaces. wc assume that there exits a constant C\ > 0 such that
for any iteration number n > 0, wc can find u, G A', that satisfy

II

(12)

Observe that ia, niay depend on the iteration number n. In addition to the assump
tion of the existence of such a constant C\, wc also need to assume that there is a
C> > 0 such that

!
(13)

V Wij G A\ V{ G A', and Vj G Kj

It is possible that the decomposition given in (6) may differ from iteration to
iteration. i.e. A', can depend on n. In such a case, wc need to assume that C\
and C-2 are independent of /;. The analysis given below remains valid because the
rate of convergence of the proposed algorithms at a given iteration only depends on
the decomposition at the present iteration. The error reduction at a given iteration
does not depend on the decomposition of K of the earlier or later iterations. See
[9] for some cases when the decomposition differs from iteration to iteration.

3.2 The convergence of the parallel subspace correction method

The convergence of Algorithm 1 is given in the following theorem.

Theorem 1 Assuming that the space decomposition sntisfies (12), (13) and that
the functional F satisfies (2). Then for Algorithm 1 and dn given by (11), wc have

(14)

Proof. Using the notations of (11) and the fact that F is differentiable and
convex. it is known (see Ekeland and Temam [7]) that (7) implies

(15)

]T u[\ e?+I = «;1 +1 - C dn = F(y/' 1 ) - F(u).
I=l

f^ui . u, + u'; +l - u'; +l eKi
/ = 1

vid (X^lk-<+1 ll 2v) <^ill»-"'I+l lh

ni in

,= i ;= 1

< ft(£>iß,Wf>i?
I=l ' \j=l

rfn+l < 7^7(/ »' Vn > 1

Here C* > 0 is defined in (23) which only depends on 7,/c, I, C\ and C-2-

(F'Kl + e;i+1 ).i' ! -fC +I}>o,1 }>0, VvitKi.
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Under the assumption of (2). it is known that (See Tai and Epsedal [3G. Li
3.21)

unna

(1G)

Define
m

un+± (17)

(18)

IS 111

(19)

y[F(un )

For simplicity, wc define

o 1:

Let w, be the functions given in assumptions (12). By assumptions (12) and
wc see that

(15)

(20)

Wc shall use (12), (13), (8) and (20) to estimate

(F'(«n+l )-F/ (t*),«n+l - u)

F(w) - F(v) > (F'(r), w-v) + %\\w - v\\ 2v . Yr. w€ V

< + K +
j=l,j&

From (8), wc see that u n + =u n + e" +1 and

i=i I=l z=i

in in

?=i i=i

Using (15), (18). the convexity of F and (2). and applying similar techniques
[3C. p.1563], it can be proved that

F(un)-F(un+l )
m

> F(un ) ~Y,1F ( M" + <l+1 ) "C1 " 7m)F(«n )
= 1

F(^ + e ;' l+1 ))

f; 7(F'(^ + er+1 ),0 + fE7l|er+1 || 2vi=] ~ j=l

I=l

É«:I+l+ £""
I=l )=j+i

(F'(u" + e;!+1 ). <+1 -«,) = 1 + e;i+l )-«;i+l -K + r/; i+l - <+1 )> < o

m

Y, (f'(u" +1 ) - F'(u n + e;l+1 ),<+1 - it*)

52{F'(un+l )-F'(un),u?+1 -Ut
I=]

52(F'{un + e?+l )-F'(un ),u?+1 -u
1 = 1
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mm ;?)

and thus

Using the property (2) and the fact that u is the minimizer of (1). it can be proved
that (see Lemma 3.2 of [36])

2 ±\\er^. (22)

Defining

(23)

wc get from (19) and (22) that

and thus

From the above estimate, wc see that the convergence is uniformly linear with a
convergence rate depending only on C* . u

3.3 The convergence of the successive subspace correction
method

The convergence of Algorithm 2 is similar to Algorithm 1.

Theorem 2 Let the space decomposition satisfy (12). (13) and the functional F
satisfy (2). Define

(24)

=E E ( FK) - hø?-i),<+1 -m) + E (*>" + e " +1 ) - F'("")- "" +1 - "<)

< cJjr\W+1 -<\\ 2v) (ElK+1 -«il +C2El|er+I ||vlK+1 - Wi||v

< (l+7)C2 (f>?+1 H 2vj -CiHii^-iillv.

From (2) and (21). it is easy to see that

K\\un+l - u\\l < CiCa (l +7) (E \\<+I \\'v) ll"" +1 - "liv-

."' -.». < (^^(f^ll?-)'

F(un+l ) - F(u) < (-\\u n+l - ufv <

c. = t /dC2 (l+ 7)\ 2JK \ K J

dn-H <C*{dn -dn+l )

<Wl < Y^dn .

c--im
If - =1. wc have for- Algorithm 2

1 + C
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Proof. Define
a

.) 

Wc see that

and

Note that f/" + l = u'^ 1 when - = 1. Similar to the proofs for (21)
(13) to cci

(12) andW( US(

(31)

«r 1 - mil?

Using (2). (30) and (31). wc obtam

For simplicity, wc shall present our deconiposition for the continuous problem. Tlu
corresponding deconiposition for the hnite element discretized case is essentiallj

ii';+l + u[i+l

F(un ) - F(u n+] ) =]T \F(un+{i~ 1)/m ) - F(un+i/m )]
2=l

Since n" +^ is the minimizer of (9). it satisfies

(F'(un+*),Vi-<+1 ) >0. Vr 7 € A',-.

Using (16) and (27). wc get that

F(un+{i-1)/m ) - F{un+t/m ) > l + l \\l

Thus, estimates (26) and (28) together lcad to

F{un ) >F(un+l )

F(un)-F(u^)>^Yl\K+1 \\ 2v

(F'{un+l )-F'(u),un+l - u)

= Y, (F'(un+l ) - F'(wn+i/m ),<+1 -u,1 = 1

Y^ Y, (F'{un+j/m ) - F'(wn+(j - 1)/m ), u]>+l - //,)j= l j>i
m vi/ 771

V J=l y I=l

/ 771 v 4

< CiCa 53K+1 ll 2v •Il«n+l -«||v
I = 1

dn+l < C*(dn - dn+i),

and the theorem follows.  

4 Overlapping doniain decomposition for the ob-
stacle problem

4.1 Decomposition by overlapping subdomains
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similar to the continuous case with slightly modified analysis for the estimation of
the constant C\ .

For the given domain ft, wc first divide it into nonoverlapping subdomains ft,
and wc extend each subdomains by a distance 6 to get overlapping subdomains
Of. Assume that the subdomains Q* can be painted by ne colors such that the
subdomains of the same color will not intersect each other. Let Sl*, i = 1, 2, •• • ,nc
be the union of the overlapping subdomains painted with the ith color. Denote
Ho(Qi) the space of i^-functions with zero traces on <9f^ and extended by zero
outside ft£. It is easy to see that

First, wc decompose the obstacle r as

(32)

Due to the overlaps of the subdomains, the decomposition of tjj is not unique. The
convex set K can be decomposed into a sum of

(33)

i.e.
n

K Ki. (34)

For finite element approximations, the subspaces Hq(Cl^) and the subsets A', shall
be replaced by their finite element counter parts.

4.2 A technical lemma

Then wc have
"1 > "2 in fl

Proof. Define v = max(o, u-2 — U\) G Hq(Q). In the region that v > 0. wc have
"2 > "i > *-'i > 02 which means the obstacle is not active for 112 and it is easy to
show that

From the definition of u, wc see that v
true that

a(wi v)>l(v).
Subtracting the above two equations from each other wc obtain

It is easy to see that

H10 (n) = J2H10 (n<).

1 =

A', = {vi\ Vi e H^n'), vi > v, a.c. in f>[}

7=l

Lemma 1 Assume v\ > i'2 and gi > go. Define

Xi =iv € Hl^) v = giOndCl, v>fa in Sl\ ,i = 1,2

Let ii, € K{, i = 1,2, lx the. solutions of

(I (il,, V — U-i) > 1(V —Mi)) Vi' £ A",.

a(u2 ,v) = l(v).

> 0 and thus U\ +v € K. Accordingly, it is

a(u\ — u-2, v) > 0

d((\ r) — — (i(m — I*2, v) < 0,
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which implies that v =
rase is siniilar.  

0 and thus proves the lemma. The proof for the discretized

The lemma shows that if the boundary valne and the obstacle of a problem is
larger than the boundary value and obstacle of another problem respectively, then
the corresponding solution is also larger than the solution of the other problem.

4.3 Mesh independence for the decomposition

From §4.1, wc see that the liumber of the deeomposed constraint sets is equal to
rhe number of colors for the subdomains, i.e.

For the obstacle problem (3). wc have V = //(](fi). If wc use | • |i as the norm for
V. wc have k — £ = 1. Wc only need to estimate the constants C\ and C> in order
to show the convergence rate for the domain decomposition method.

Lemma 2 For both Algorithms 1 and 2, assuming that1

(35)II

for n — 0, tJie.n the inequality (35) is also true for all n > 0.

Proof. Wc shall prove the lemma by induction, i.e. assume (35) is correct for n,
then wc shall show that (35) is also correct for n + 1.

Due to the decomposition (34), the solution » of problem (3) satisfies

Wc shall hist prove the lemma for Algorithm 1. For the obstacle problem (3).
the functional F is given in (5) and the subproblem (7) is equivalent to

(37)

Introduce

It is easy to see that (37) is equivalent to

(38)

/// such that

m

(39)"/

1 Wc need -y = 1 for Algorithm 2.

/// = ne .

m

7 = 1

ni m m

y^a(u,i>, - Ui) > y^jjvj - «i), Vi-, G A",, and ;/, = (/. (3G)
,=i ?=i I=l

«K+- ,/>, - u\ l+1 ) > l{vi - <+1 )- V^ eAV

K\ = lv+ ]T "" veK> \l = I--'*'"*'"

a( ( ," + -.r, -u n+ -) >l(vi - u n+ -). Yr, G A',1

When (35) is correct for n, wc are able to find iij G A' ; . j= 1

iij > li", and it = 2_^

For these functions iij. wc get from (36) that u also satisfies

a(tt, Vi -u) > l(vi -u) Vr, GKI = lv+ JZ "' v e A"' f • (40)
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Applying Lemma 1 to (38) and (40). wc obtain

which proves the lemma for Algorithm 1.
For Algorithm 2. wc shall define u n+ >'> as in (25). The minimization problem

(9) is equivalent to

which again is equivalent to

(41)

If -) = 1 in Algorithm 2. an induction on i by using Lemma 1 to (40) and (41) will
show that

which proves the results of the lemma for Algorithm 2.  

Choosing the initial values </" to be the obstacle functions r, is an easy wav to
guarantee that (35) holds for all n > 0.

Let H, be a partition of unitv with respect to the overlapping subdomains Q±,
i.e. H, e C%°(n), o<6i<l, Bi = 0 outside of 0?, and =l 0, =1. By defining

and using the inequality (35) for n + 1. wc can easily check that u, > »," + 1 and so

a , G A', and (42)

Moreover,

and so

By choosing the function in a way that |VØ,-| < C/<*). where 6is the overlapping
size. it is easy to calculate that

which shows that

Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it is also easy to show that

,/' i+ - < u

When ~ < 777 and (35) is correct for ra, wc use (18). (35) and the above inequalitv
ro get

u" + l < (1 - -)tn)u + -niu — u

a(u" + -iV;+l ) >l{Vi-u?+l ), Vvi GA',.

u(u n '-.r, - u n+ -) > l(r, - //"+-)

VVl ei^ =L + 5>?+1 + X>? r GAV .
[ j<i )

u n + 1 = u n+ - < u
i = m

u, =< + 1 +07 (u - u n+l ).

11l
r«, = u.

I=l

u, + r,; i+l - »;t+l = f/ ;' l+l +Oi(u- » 71 " 1 ) > u[ l+ \

Ui + fi?+1 -ii?+1 GA',

H - C"l? < C (Js\v - »" +I |s +|u- »" + I |i) < c(l + 1)|« - u"^\i.

c' Wi+ ?j

C-2 <Cnc .
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lii case of finite element approximations, the estimation of C\ is slightly more com
plicated.

From the estimates of constants C\ and C 2. wc see that the rate of convergence
of Algorithm 1 is

In the above, the generic constant C does not depend on the mesh size or th<
number of subdomains.

5 Conclusion

The proposed algorithms can be implemented in two different ways. The first
approach is to define un+ '» as in (17) and (25) respectively for Algorithms 1 and
2. It is clear that the value of un+ '» is known outside U c7 . Inside fi-\ u n+^ is the
solution of an obstacle problem with known Dirichlet boundary conditions. The
algorithms obtained by t.his type of implementation are rather similar to the ones
proposed in Tarvainen [39]. Badea and Wang [1. 2] and Zeng and Zhon [40]. The
boundary values for the subdomain problems of our algorithms are the same as the
boundary values of the ones of [39. 1. 2. 40]. but the obstacle functions wc use for
the subdomain problems are normally bigger than the obstacles used in [1, 39. 40].
Wc sec from (38). the obstacle functions for the subdomain problems for Algorithm
1 are

The obstacle functions for the subdomain problems for Algorithm 2 are given in
(41). which are

The above procedure for implementing the domain decomposition method has been
used in Tai and Espedal [35. pp. 723-735] for partial differential equations without
constraint.

Another way of implementing the algorithms is to re-write subprobiems ( i ) and
(9) as vanational inequalities for e" +1 - For Algorithm 1. the subproblem (7) is
equivalent to

which can be re-written as

With such an implementation. wc ouly need to compute the correction value
and then update the residuals from the correction values e\l+l . See Tai and Ku [38.
§6] for a detailed algorithm for the above implementation for the case of uncon
strained partial differential equations.

'/,.-! < 1
dn " 1 + 7^(l + yr)" 1 '

and the rate of convergence of Algorithm 2 is

''» + ! < 1
dn ~ i-f C(l +

c '< + ul -Vi+ 5Z -v-

r < + Z »" +l + Z u" v ' + Z + Z = l
]<1 J>l J<l J>l

a(un +e?+I,Vt1 ,Vt - <r; +1 ) >l(vi -<+1 ) Vy, G /v

'.r-e^ 1 ) >l(vi-e?+1 )-a{un ,Vi-e?+1 )
Vy, G A',4 = {r- i/,n I r 6 A',} .
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Subproblems (7) and (9) can also be solved by approximate solvers as in Tai and
Espedal [36, §2]. Assuming that the approximate solutions guarantee that (35) is
correct for all n > 0, the convergence can be estimated by combining the techniques
given here and in [30].

An overlapping domain decomposition with a coarse mesh and multigrid meth
ods can also be interpreted as space decompositioii techniques, see Griebel and
Zumbusch [14. 15, 16], Kornhuber [24, 23], Tai and Ku [38, §4 and §5] and Chan
and Mathew [4]. The implementation with the two-level niethod and multigrid
methods can be done similarly by decomposing the obstacle function ip into a sum
of functions from the subspaces (Tai and Ku [38, §4 and §s]). However, the esti
mation of the constants C\ and Co cannot be done as for the overlapping doniain
decompositioii niethod because the iterative solution is generally not monotone, and
hence the inequality (35) cannot be guaranteed.
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